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Stay Home with SABR Virtual Meeting 
    
   We’ve missed you!   
   The Hemond-Delhi SABR AZ chapter is taking 
part in the national Stay Home with SABR 
initiative, and invites you to join us from 1-3 pm, 
Saturday, June 27, for our first virtual Zoom 
meeting.   
   All baseball fans are welcome to participate. 
   This is an opportunity to update you on chapter 
business, share member news, and 
enjoy some lively baseball discussion. We are 
expecting a special guest and look forward to 
seeing you. 
   To participate in the meeting, RSVP ASAP to 
our chapter president Barry Bloom at 
boomskie@aol.com. 
   On or about June 25, you will receive an email 
with the meeting ID and password. 
   Looking forward to seeing you there.   
   For Zoom download information and tutorials, 
visit Zoom.com or YouTube.  
 
Candace Oehler 
Chapter VP 
 

 
 
***Stay up to date on news at the chapter’s 
website and Facebook, Twitter pages*** 
 

 

Sustainability Campaign 
 
   Dear SABR members: 
   It has been humbling to witness SABR’s 
remarkable community and shared fellowship on 
full display over the past two months as SABR 
members have gathered together to connect 
virtually, share remotely, and collectively lift the 
organization through a difficult time. 
   Following the postponement of SABR 50, we 
asked members to join in philanthropy and help the 
organization navigate significant financial 
challenges to ensure the pursuit of our mission 
would continue without interruption. Not only did 
you respond, but you also created amazing virtual 
events for members across the world to enjoy—at a 
time when we haven’t been able to watch the game 
we love. 
   Our call to action was heard and answered, 
as more than 350 SABR members participated in 
the Sustainability Campaign and collectively raised 
over $100,000—a  figure that eliminates the 
hardship of postponing SABR 50. This support 
exemplifies the passion and dedication SABR 
members have for the organization and our 
research. 
   We'd like to thank all SABR members for your 
support of the organization, and most especially 
those who participated in the Sustainability 
Campaign listed below. 
 
Yours in baseball, 
Scott Bush 
CEO, SABR 
 
 

 

http://sabraz.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Hemond-Delhi-AZ-SABR-Chapter-676847029010157/
https://twitter.com/HemondDelhiSABR
https://sabr.org/donate/sustain

